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The fusiform face area (FFA) is a well-studied human brain region that shows strong activation for faces. In functionalMRI studies, FFA
is often assumed tobe ahomogeneous collectionof voxelswith similar visual tuning. To test this assumption,weusednaturalmovies and
aquantitative voxelwisemodeling anddecoding framework to estimate category tuningprofiles for individual voxelswithinFFA.We find
that the responses in most FFA voxels are strongly enhanced by faces, as reported in previous studies. However, we also find that
responses of individual voxels are selectively enhanced or suppressed by a wide variety of other categories and that these broader tuning
profiles differ across FFA voxels. Cluster analysis of category tuning profiles across voxels reveals three spatially segregated functional
subdomains within FFA. These subdomains differ primarily in their responses for nonface categories, such as animals, vehicles, and
communication verbs. Furthermore, this segregation does not depend on the statistical threshold used to define FFA from responses to
functional localizers. These results suggest that voxelswithin FFA representmore diverse information about object and action categories
than generally assumed.
Introduction
One of the most thoroughly studied areas in the human visual
cortex is fusiform face area (FFA), a region in the mid-
fusiform gyrus that is selective for faces (Sergent et al., 1992;
Kanwisher and McDermott, 1997). This area has been re-
ported to produce larger BOLD responses for faces than for
objects or houses (Puce et al., 1996; Kanwisher and McDer-
mott, 1997). It has also been argued that FFA responses to
faces are relatively more resistant to diverted attention, com-
pared with nonfaces (Reddy and Kanwisher, 2007). These re-
sults have led to the hypothesis that FFA is a homogeneous
module dedicated to processing a single perceptual category
(Kanwisher, 2010).
Nevertheless, the current evidence in support of the mod-
ularity hypothesis is not strong enough to draw firm conclu-
sions (Kanwisher, 2010). Several recent studies have raised the
possibility that FFA is differentially tuned for object categories
other than faces (Gauthier et al., 1999; Ishai et al., 1999; Gau-
thier, 2000; Haxby et al., 2001; Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Reddy
and Kanwisher, 2007; Hanson and Schmidt, 2011; Mur et al.,
2012). In particular, it has been reported that multivoxel pat-
tern analyses in FFA can discriminate between nonface object
categories, such as shoes versus cars (O’Toole et al., 2005;
Reddy and Kanwisher, 2007). A recent study from our labora-
tory provides more direct evidence suggesting that at least
some FFA voxels might be broadly tuned for both faces and
nonface objects (Huth et al., 2012).
The questions regarding category representation in FFA
still remain open because no study to date has systematically
evaluated voxelwise tuning across a large number of categories
to characterize FFA’s functional role precisely. Most previous
studies of FFA have measured response differences among a
small number of object categories. However, this approach
does not provide information about categories outside the
tested subspace (Friston et al., 2006; Huth et al., 2012), so it is
possible that FFA is tuned for other categories as yet untested
(Downing et al., 2006). Furthermore, most previous studies
have used either ROI analyses or multivoxel pattern analyses.
Because these methods aggregate voxel responses across the
entire ROI, they are suboptimal for measuring response dif-
ferences across individual voxels. Thus, it is also possible that
FFA contains distinct subregions differing in their category
tuning.
Here, we ask whether FFA voxels represent a homogeneous
population exclusively selective for a single category (faces), or
rather these voxels represent a heterogeneous population with
diverse tuning properties. To address this issue, we used fMRI
to record BOLD responses elicited by a broad sample of com-
plex natural movies. We then used the WordNet lexical data-
base (Miller, 1995) to label 1705 distinct object and action
categories that appeared in the movies (Huth et al., 2012).
Next, we used a voxelwise modeling and decoding framework
to fit category encoding models to each FFA voxel individually
(Naselaris et al., 2009; Huth et al., 2012). Finally, we identified
subdivisions within FFA by clustering the voxelwise model
weights, and we examined the spatial distribution of the can-
didate clusters by projecting them onto the cortex.
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Materials andMethods
Subjects
The participants for this study were five healthy human subjects, S1–S5
(ages 24–31 years; 4 male, 1 female). All subjects had normal or
corrected-to-normal visual acuity. All subjects gave written informed
consent before taking part in four separate scan sessions: three sessions
for themain experiment and one for the functional localizers. The exper-
imental protocols were approved by the Committee for the Protection of
Human Subjects at the University of California, Berkeley.
MRI parameters
fMRI data were acquired with a 32-channel receive-only head coil on a 3
T Siemens Tim Trio system (Siemens Medical Solutions) at the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley. Functional scans were performed using a
T*2-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar imaging sequence with the fol-
lowing parameters: TR 2 s, TE 31 ms, flip angle 70o, voxel size
2.24  2.24  3.5 mm3, field of view  224  224 mm2, and 32 axial
slices forwhole-brain coverage. The artifacts from fat signalwereminimized
usingacustomizedwater-excitationradiofrequencypulse.Anatomical scans
were performed using a T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid-
acquisition gradient-echo sequence with the following parameters: TR 
2.30 s, TE 3.45ms, flip angle 10°, voxel size 1 1 1mm2, field of
view 256 256 192mm3.
Functional localizers
Functional localizer data were collected independently from the main
experiment. Following the procedures described by Spiridon et al.
(2006), the localizer was acquired within 6 runs of 4.5 min each. A single
run consisted of 16 blocks, each lasting 16 s and containing 20 static
images drawn from one of the following categories: faces, human body
parts, nonhuman animals, objects, spatially scrambled objects, or out-
door scenes. The blocks for separate categories were ordered differently
within each run. Individual images were briefly displayed for 300ms and
separated by 500 ms blank periods. To maintain alertness, subjects were
instructed to perform a one-back task (i.e., respond with a button press
when identical images were displayed consecutively).
Definition of FFA and other ROIs
Standard procedures (Spiridon et al., 2006) were used to functionally
define FFA for each individual subject. The localizer runs were first
motion-corrected and then registered to the runs from the main experi-
ment. Localizer data were then smoothed in the volume space with a
Gaussian kernel of full-width at half-maximum of 4 mm. FFA was de-
noted as a contiguous cluster of voxels in the mid-fusiform gyrus that
responded more strongly to faces than to objects. Recent studies suggest
that face and body selective regions neighbor each other in ventral–
temporal cortex (Huth et al., 2012; Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2012). To
ensure that these body-selective regions did not confound FFA defini-
tions, voxels that responded more strongly to bodies than to faces were
removed.
A Student’s t test was used to assess the significance of the faces versus
objects contrast individually for each voxel. Unfortunately, there is no
clear consensus in the literature on the optimal statistical threshold (i.e.,
p value) for defining functional ROIs, such as FFA (Weiner and Grill-
Spector, 2012). Therefore, to ensure that our results were not biased by a
particular choice of threshold, we obtained multiple definitions of FFA
by selecting different p value thresholds ranging from 1010 to 104
(uncorrected for multiple comparisons). The overall size of the ROI is
enlarged when using relatively less stringent thresholds, but the more
liberal definitions always included the voxels assigned to the ROI when
using more stringent thresholds (i.e., lower p values). Table 1 lists the
numbers of FFA voxels identified using p values between 106 and 104
for all subjects individually.
We also defined several other functional ROIs based on standard con-
trasts (t test, p  105, uncorrected). The extrastriate body area (EBA)
was defined as the group of voxels in lateral occipital cortex that yielded
a positive body versus object contrast. The lateral occipital complex
(LOC) was defined as the group of voxels in lateral occipital cortex that
yielded a positive object versus spatially scrambled object contrast. The
parahippocampal place area (PPA) was defined as the group of voxels in
parahippocampal gyrus that yielded a positive scene versus object con-
trast. AreaMTwas defined as the group of voxels lateral to the parietal–
occipital sulcus that yielded a positive continuous versus scrambled
movie contrast. Finally, borders of retinotopic areas were defined using
standard techniques (Engel et al., 1997; Hansen et al., 2007).
Natural movie experiment
In the main experiment, BOLD responses were recorded while subjects
passively viewed color natural movies presented without sound. Tomin-
imize potential stimulus biases, the movies were selected from a wide
variety of sources, including the Apple QuickTime HD gallery and www.
youtube.com as described by Nishimoto et al. (2011). The original high-
definition frames were cropped to a square format and down-sampled to
512 512 pixels (24° 24°). Subjects fixated on a central spot (0.16°
0.16°) overlaid onto the movies. To maximize visibility, the color of the
fixation point changed randomly at 3 Hz. The stimuli were presented
using an MRI-compatible projector (Avotec) and a custom-built mirror
system.
Two separate types of datasets were collected: training sets used to fit
the voxelwise models, and test sets used to evaluate model predictions.
Themovies used in the training and test sets did not overlap. The training
and test runs were interleaved during each scan session. Training data
were collected in 12 runs of 10 min each (a total of 7200 s). Many 10–20
s movie clips were concatenated to construct each run, but each clip
appeared only once. Test data were collected in 9 runs of 10 min each
(5400 s). The test runs were constructed by first forming 1 min blocks of
10–20 s movie clips and then appending 10 separate blocks. The test
blocks were presented in a randomly shuffled order during each run.
Each 1 min block was presented a total of 9 times, and the recorded
BOLD responses were averaged across repeats. To prevent contamina-
tion from hemodynamic transients during movie onset, the last 10 s of
the runs was appended to the beginning of the run, and data collected
during this period were discarded. The total number of data samples
were 3600 and 270 for the training and test runs, respectively. These
datasets were previously analyzed (Huth et al., 2012).
Data preprocessing
The FMRIB Linear Image Registration Tool (Jenkinson et al., 2002) was
used to align functional brain volumes from individual subjects to cor-
rect for changes in head position within and between scan sessions. For
each run, a template volume was generated by taking the time average of
themotion-corrected volumeswithin that run. The template volumes for
all functional runs (including the localizers) were registered to the first
run in the first session of the main experiment. To minimize errors, the
Table 1. The distribution of FFA voxels across clustersa
Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster3
p 106 220 140 80 0
S1 70 43 27 0
S2 67 46 21 0
S3 16 12 4 0
S4 48 24 24 0
S5 19 15 4 0
p 105 266 172 94 0
S1 82 51 31 0
S2 82 59 23 0
S3 21 14 7 0
S4 60 31 29 0
S5 21 17 4 0
p 104 328 121 129 78
S1 97 32 37 31
S2 103 51 49 9
S3 28 12 8 8
S4 63 15 27 25
S5 23 11 8 5
aThe numbers of voxels in each cluster are listed for three different localizer thresholds used to define FFA: p
106, p 105, and p 104. The first row in each panel indicates the total number of voxels summed across
subjects. The remaining rows indicate the number of voxels in individual subjects (S1–S5).
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transformations for motion correction and registration were then
concatenated, and the original functional data were transformed in a
single step.
A median filter with a 120 s window size was used to remove the
low-frequency drifts in BOLD responses of individual voxels. The result-
ing time courses were then normalized to 0.0  1.0 (mean  SD). The
ROI definitions from localizer runs were used to assign voxels to FFA.No
spatial or temporal smoothing was applied to the functional data from
the main experiment.
Category tuning profiles
Weestimated category tuning profiles for each individual voxel in FFAby
means of voxelwise modeling and decoding (Gallant et al., 2012). These
models effectively describe the relationship between the category content
of the natural movies and the evoked BOLD responses (Huth et al.,
2012). Therefore, the model weights for each voxel represent its selectiv-
ity for a wide variety of categories that appeared in the movies. The
following sections describe the selection of the model basis and the re-
gression procedures used to fit these models.
Category encoding model. Before modeling, the WordNet lexicon
(Miller, 1995) was used to manually label salient object and action cate-
gories in each 1 s period of the movies. WordNet provides a method for
disambiguating word senses (e.g., ‘‘living organisms lacking locomo-
tion” are called plant.n.02, whereas ‘‘industrial buildings” are called
plant.n.01), and for capturing hierarchical relationships between these
senses. The semantic taxonomy inherent in WordNet was used to infer
the presence of more general categories. (For instance, a scene labeled
with ‘‘cat” must contain a ‘‘feline,” an ‘‘animal,” and so on.) The movies
were presented without sound, but they contained scenes that depicted
verbal communication. To code the presence of communication and to
distinguish it frommere presence of people, communication verbs were
labeled as action categories. A total of 1705 distinct categories were la-
beled in the training and test stimuli. For further details on the labeling
procedure, see Huth et al. (2012).
Each label can equivalently be represented with a binary indicator
variable. These variables were concatenated to form a stimulus time
course (categories  seconds) as shown in Figure 1 . The voxelwise
models that yielded the best response predictions were determined using
linearized regression on the training stimuli and responses. Tomatch the
temporal sampling rates of the stimuli and the BOLD responses, the
stimulus time course was down-sampled by a factor of 2. To account for
the slow hemodynamic BOLD responses, separate linear finite-impulse-
response filters were fit to each category. The delays of the finite-impulse-
response filters were restricted to 4, 6, and 8 s, or equivalently 2, 3, and 4
samples. Themodel weights and the finite-impulse-response coefficients
were fit simultaneously within the regression procedure.
The voxelwise models were fit using penalized linear regression to
prevent overfitting to noise (Fig. 1). The regularization parameter ()
was selected using a 10-fold cross validation procedure. At each fold, a
random 10% of the training data was held out, and themodels were fit to
the remaining data. The prediction scores were measured by the correla-
tion coefficient (Pearson’s r) between the actual and predicted BOLD
responses on the held-out set. The optimal  was determined by maxi-
mizing the prediction score of each voxel averaged across all cross-
validation folds. Afterward, this  value was used to refit the models to
the entire training set.
The penalty term used during model fitting implicitly reflects expec-
tations about the distribution of responses across 1705 categories in the
model. Rather than enforcing strong a priori assumptions, we fit two
separate models to each voxel using penalty terms based on either the l2-
or the l1-norm of the model weights. We find that models fit with an
l2-penalty (R
2  0.359  0.070, mean  SD across subjects) explain a
greater portion of the response variance than models fit with an l1-
penalty (R 2  0.244  0.053, mean  SD). Therefore, we chose the
l2-penalty to ensure that the fit models would most accurately describe
the underlying category representation.
To assess model significance, we evaluated the null hypothesis that the
values of themodel weights, which characterize the relationship between
the stimulus and BOLD responses, can be expected due to chance alone.
MRI response measurements are corrupted by an additive white noise
that is approximately normally distributed. Thus, we used aMonte Carlo
procedure to fit 1000 null models by generating random responses from
a standard normal distribution and by using the original stimulus time
Figure 1. Voxelwise category encodingmodel. To construct the basis for the category model, the salient object and action categories in each 1 second epoch of movies were labeled using 1705
unique terms from theWordNet lexicon (Miller, 1995). The stimulus time courseswere constructed inmatrix form,with rows and columns representing distinct categories and epochs, respectively.
Regularized linear regressionwas used to describe individual voxel responses as aweighted sumof these time courses. The fitmodelweights characterize the category responses of individual voxels
to the corresponding object and action categories.
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course. During this procedure, the zero- and first-order temporal statis-
tics of the noise werematched with those of the BOLD responses for each
individual voxel. Furthermore, the original stimulus time course was
kept intact to closelymatch the temporal structures of the null and actual
models. The Monte Carlo procedure produced 1000 samples of null
model weights for each voxel. Statistical significance of positive weights
in the category model was taken as the proportion of samples for which
the null model weight was larger than the category model weight. Statis-
tical significance for negative weights was taken as the proportion of
samples for which the null model weight was smaller than the category
model weight. The significance levels were corrected for multiple com-
parisons using false discovery rate (FDR) control (Benjamini and Yeku-
tieli, 2001).
To assess model performance, prediction scores of the fit models were
computed on the independent test data. Robust estimates of prediction
scores were obtained using a jackknifing procedure. The predicted vox-
elwise BOLD responses on the test data were randomly resampled 10,000
times without replacement (at a rate of 80%). Model performance for
each voxel was quantified by averaging prediction scores across jackknife
samples. Significance level for each voxel was quantified as the propor-
tion of jackknife samples for which the prediction score was 0 and
corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR control. Model fitting
procedures were executed using custom software written in MATLAB
(MathWorks).
Controlmodels.To assess the significance of FFA responses for nonface
categories, a voxelwise face-presence model was fit to the BOLD re-
sponses using the procedures described above. The face-presence model
contained three separate regressors to account for graded degrees of face
presence in the movies. These regressors coded the presence of primary
faces (a face is the main object in the movie, and it is highly salient),
secondary faces (a face is not themain object, but viewers are likely aware
of its presence), and tertiary faces (a face is not the main object, and
viewers are likely unaware of its presence). Primary faces were present in
600 s, secondary faces were present in 3560 s, and tertiary faces were
present in 465 s of the movies. The full category model was compared
with the face-presence model in terms of the proportion of response
variance explained in the test data. Significance of differences in ex-
plained variance was assessed using bootstrap tests.
To assess the significance of heterogeneous category tuning in FFA, a
separate control analysis was performed using the full category model.
First, the prediction score for each voxel was calculated separately using
each voxel’s ownmodel. Then, the models for the remaining voxels were
used to generate response predictions for the held-out voxel, and these
predictions were averaged. Each voxel’s own model was compared with
the average of remaining models in terms of the proportion of response
variance explained in the test data. Significance of differences in ex-
plained variance was assessed using bootstrap tests.
A separatemotion-energymodel was used to assess selectivity for sim-
ple visual features. It was shown in an earlier study that the motion-
energy model accurately predicts voxel responses to natural movies in
several retinotopically organized visual areas (Nishimoto et al., 2011).
The motion-energy model consisted of 6555 spatiotemporal Gabor
wavelet filters. Each filter was constructed by multiplying a 3D spatio-
temporal sinusoid by a spatiotemporal Gaussian envelope. Filters oc-
curred at five spatial frequencies (0, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 cycles/image), three
temporal frequencies (0, 2, and 4 Hz), and eight directions (0, 45 . . . 315
degrees). Filters were positioned on a square grid that covered the movie
screen. Grid spacing was determined separately for filters at each spatial
frequency so that adjacent Gabor wavelets were separated by 3.5 SDs of
the spatial Gaussian envelope.
Clustering analysis
Preliminary inspection of the category tuning profiles revealed a rela-
tively heterogeneous distribution of category selectivity among FFA vox-
els. Hence, a data-driven clustering approach was adopted to unveil
intrinsic group structure among these voxels. All analyses were repeated
for multiple FFA definitions based on varying p value thresholds.
Spectral clustering. A spectral clustering algorithm was used that usu-
ally offers more reliable performance than traditional techniques (Ng et
al., 2001; Zelnik-Manor and Perona, 2004). The spectral clustering algo-
rithm first forms a fully connected affinity graphG (V, E) with vertices
corresponding to individual tuning profiles. The edges connecting these
vertices are assigned non-negative weights,W, that represent the affinity
between the curves. Here, we used a reliable self-tuning affinity measure
as follows:
Wij  edij2 / 2ij , i  j0 , i  j (1)
where i denotes the scale parameter equal to the average distance be-
tween the curve for the i th voxel and the curves for all other voxels
(Zelnik-Manor and Perona, 2004).
Figure 2. Significance of tuning for nonface categories and of heterogeneous category tun-
ing.a, Separate voxelwise face-presencemodelswere fit to assess the significance of tuning for
nonface categories. The face-presence model captured responses to the graded presence of
faces in the movies (see Materials and Methods). The full category model (i.e., including 1705
categories) was compared with the face-presence model in terms of response predictions. Bar
plots show the percentage difference in explained variance across the population of FFA voxels
for subjects S1–S5 (mean SEM). The full model increases the explained variance in each
subject ( p 104, bootstrap test). This result indicates that tuning for nonface categories is
significant.b, A separate control analysis was performed to assess the significance of heteroge-
neous category tuningwithin FFA. The full categorymodel for each voxelwas comparedwith an
aggregatemodel obtained by averaging the voxelwisemodels across the remaining voxels. Bar
plots show the percentage difference in explained variance across the population of FFA voxels
for subjects S1–S5 (mean SEM). The voxelwise models increase the explained variance in
each subject ( p 104, bootstrap test). This result indicates that the heterogeneity of cate-
gory tuning among FFA voxels is significant.
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Afterward, spectral clustering attempts to partition the graph such
that the resulting clusters are as weakly connected as possible (i.e., the
connecting edges have low weights) (Luxburg, 2007). Ideally, each
cluster denotes a subset of vertices that are connected to each other by
a series of edges and disjoint from the remaining vertices in the graph.
Such clusters can be found by computing the eigenvalue decomposi-
tion of the graph Laplacian matrix, L Rnnwhere n is the number of
voxels (Ng et al., 2001). This matrix has as many zero-valued eigen-
values as there are clusters in the partitioned graph. The correspond-
ing eigenvectors indicate the vertices grouped in each connected
cluster.
For a given number of clusters k, the clustering algorithm retrieves the
eigenvectors corresponding to the k smallest eigenvalues, and appends
them to form a new matrix U  Rnk. This dimensionality-reduced
representation emphasizes the group structure in the data, such that the
next step of the spectral clustering algorithm, a simple k-means clustering
applied on the rows of U, can trivially detect the clusters (MacQueen,
1967). Because k-means clustering can be sensitive to the choice of initial
cluster centers, the clustering analyses were performed with 20 different
random initializations. The initialization that yielded the lowest sum-of-
squares of within-cluster distances was selected as the optimal solution.
This procedure was repeated 10 times, and it was observed that 20 ran-
dom initializations are sufficient to obtain the same optimal solutions
across repetitions.
Distance function. Similar to many other clustering methods, spectral
clustering requires the selection of a distance function to characterize the
dissimilarity between the data points. A correlation-based measure was
used to quantify the distance between pairs of tuning profiles (DeAngelis
et al., 1999):
dij  1 
ai  aj
ai  aj
(2)
Here, dij is the distance between tuning profiles of voxels i, j, ai, and aj are
the corresponding 1705-dimensional vectors denoting the tuning pro-
files,  indicates the l2-norm, and  is a dot-product operation.
Number of clusters. Finding the optimum number of clusters is an
important parameter selection problem for many clustering algorithms.
A stability-based validation technique was used to quantitatively assess
the quality of the clustering results, and to rationally determine the num-
ber of clusters without relying on external information (Ben-Hur et al.,
2002; Handl et al., 2005). This technique performs clustering analyses on
subsamples of the data, and uses pairwise similarities between the clus-
tering solutions as a measure of stability. Different numbers of clusters
are then compared through their corresponding distributions of cluster-
ing stability.
For different numbers of clusters k (1,2. . . 7), a separate jackknifing
procedure was performed with 5000 iterations to estimate the prob-
ability distribution of stability. (No computations were required for
k 1, as the tuning profiles will always be placed in the same cluster.)
At each iteration, 80% of the curves were randomly drawn twice, and
spectral clustering was performed separately on these two sub-
samples. The clustering results for the common set of curves included
in both subsamples were characterized with labeling matrices, C as
follows:
Cij   1, ai and aj are in the same cluster & i  j0, otherwise
(3)
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Figure 3. The number of clusters. A stability-based validation technique was used to deter-
mine the optimal number of clusters for multiple FFA definitions based on varying localizer
thresholds:a, p 1 106.b, p 5 106. c, p 1 105.d, p 5 105. e, p
1 104. For each FFA definition, the cluster stability was determined separately for several
numbers of clusters (k). This validation techniquemeasures the cluster stability against random
perturbations in the dataset. Specifically, stability was measured as the similarity of clustering
solutions that are performed on random subsamples (i.e., 80%) of FFA voxels pooled across
subjects. The pairwise similarities (J) between the clustering solutions were histogrammed to
generate the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) shown in the left column. If the solutions
are stable, then the distributions will be concentrated around 1. If the solutions are instead
4
unstable, the distributions will be widespread. Thus, the optimal number of clusters can be
identified by a sudden transition fromnarrow tomorewidespread distributions. To detect such
transitions, we calculated the percentage of similarity measurements that were below a high
similarity threshold (i.e., J0.8) for eachnumber of clusters. Thedifferences in this percentage
value between consecutive numbers of clusters are plotted in the right column. The optimal
number of clusters was determined as the point where the difference inmaximized (green dot).
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The similarity of the two clustering results, C (1) and C (2), were then
computed using the Jaccard Index (Jaccard, 1908):
JC1	,C2		 
C1	 : C2	
C1	 : C1	  C2	 : C2	  C1	 : C2	
(4)
here “:” denotes the Frobenious innerproduct for matrices. The proba-
bility distribution functions P( j) and thereby cumulative distribution
functions FJ( j) were obtained by calculating the normalized histograms
(with a bin width of 0.005) of 5000 similarity values.
Finally, the optimal number of clusters was determined from the re-
sulting cumulative distribution functions (Ben-Hur et al., 2002). The
optimal value can be identified by a sudden transition from distributions
concentrated around a similarity of 1 (i.e., stable clustering solutions) to
more widespread distributions (i.e., unstable clustering solutions). We
used a quantitative rationale to detect such transitions as follows:
Rationale
For each distribution of similarity FJ( j) P(J j), determine the value
of FJ(0.8) P(J 0.8).
Compute the finite differences of these values across consecutive num-
bers of clusters (k), 
FJ
k FJ
k1 (0.8) FJ
k (0.8).
The optimal k is chosen to maximize the finite difference 
FJ
k.
Unstable clustering solutions will generate more uniform distribu-
tions of similarity, and P(J  0.8) will be relatively small. In contrast,
stable solutions will have narrower distributions and yield higher P(J
0.8). Therefore, there will be a relatively big jump in P(J  0.8) values
during the transition from stable to unstable solutions. This technique
will successfully detect the absence of clusters in the data, as in this case
the distributions for k 1 will all be considerably widespread.
Repeatability. By selecting the optimal number of clusters based on
stability, a stringent criterion is enforced on the repeatability of the clus-
tering results. This criterion assures that clustering labels are reliable
against perturbations in the dataset. However, the stability of labels does
not provide direct information about the variability in the cluster centers,
which is critical for the interpretation of the results. Such variability may
arise from the k-means step in spectral clustering that relies on random
initializations. Therefore, the clustering analysis may potentially yield
different cluster centers in each run.
To assess the repeatability of the cluster centers, the spectral clus-
tering analysis was repeated 10,000 times using the entire dataset
(instead of subsamples) and the optimal number of clusters deter-
mined in the previous step. Apart from variations in the centers re-
sulting from k-means, the cluster labels can also be randomly
permuted in between iterations. Therefore, the corresponding cluster
labels were matched by maximizing the overlap between the identities
of the voxels assigned to each cluster. In other words, clusters that
shared the largest number of voxels were
matched. The similarity between matched
pairs of cluster centers were then quantified
by correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r). Fi-
nally, bootstrap tests were performed to de-
termine whether these correlations were
significantly above a stringent threshold of
0.95.
Visualization in model space
To interpret the results of the clustering
analysis, the cluster centers were individually
visualized with graphs in the model space.
These graphs were constructed by plotting
the objects and actions in our category model
with separate tree structures. Each graph ver-
tex was used to denote a distinct feature in
the category model. Meanwhile, graph edges
were used to represent the hierarchicalWordNet
relationsbetween superordinate and subordinate
categories. The locations of the vertices and the
length of the edges were manually assigned for
ease of visualization and do not convey informa-
tion about semantic distances between categories. The size and color of the
vertices indicate the magnitude and sign of the predicted responses to the
corresponding categories, respectively.
Visualization on cortical flatmaps
To examine the organization of category representation across the
cortex, flatmaps of the cortical surface were generated from anatom-
ical data. The category tuning profiles were then visualized on cortical
flatmaps. For this purpose, a principal components analysis was first
used to recover the dimensions of the semantic space represented by
FFA. The tuning profile of each voxel was then projected into this
semantic space. Statistical significance of the projections was evalu-
ated using the null models generated by the aforementioned Monte
Carlo procedure (see Category encoding model). The null models for
each voxel were also projected into the semantic space. To improve
the quality of the semantic space, the analysis was restricted to the first
10 principal components that individually explain 1% of the re-
sponse variance. The category tuning of a voxel was deemed statisti-
cally significant if its projection into the semantic space was
significantly separated from the projections of the null models ( 2
test based on Mahalanobis distance). The significance levels were
corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR control.
Spatial distribution of clusters
To examine whether FFA clusters are spatially segregated, spatial loca-
tions of FFA voxels were measured separately in the volumetric brain
spaces of each subject. If clusters are spatially segregated, pairwise dis-
tances between voxels should be smaller for voxels within the same clus-
ter than for voxels in different clusters. The distribution of within- versus
across-cluster distances was measured separately for each cluster. This
distribution was compared with a null distribution obtained by ran-
domly assigning voxels to three clusters. Significance of spatial segrega-
tion was assessed using bootstrap tests.
To assess characteristic differences in the spatial distribution of indi-
vidual FFA clusters, two functional ROIs that lie along the ventral collat-
eral sulcus (CoS) and middle temporal sulcus (MTS), namely, PPA and
EBA, were used as spatial landmarks. Voxelwise spatial locations were
measured separately in the volumetric brain spaces of individual sub-
jects. The centers of PPA and EBAwere obtained by averaging the spatial
locations of entailed voxels. A reference direction that linearly traverses
from the center of EBA to PPA was computed in the volumetric space.
The spatial location of each FFA voxel was projected onto this reference
direction. Voxels that are spatially closer to PPA should have larger pro-
jections, and voxels that are spatially closer to EBA should have smaller
projections. Significance of differences in spatial locations was assessed
using bootstrap tests.
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Figure4. Similarity of cluster centers across subjects. To examinewhether the functional subdomainswithin FFA are consistent
across subjects, clustering analysiswas performed for each subject individually. The cluster centers computed in individual subjects
were compared across subjects and compared with the group cluster centers. Similarity measurements were performed between
cluster centers estimated separately from responses to the first and second halves of the movies. FFA voxels were defined using a
localizer threshold of p 104. The similarities (as measured by correlation) of cluster centers are displayed with separate
matrices. The rowand column labels identify thegroup (All) and individual-subject (S1, S2, S3, S4, andS5) cluster centers. The color
scale ranges fromblack for negative correlation (1) towhite for positive correlation (1). The group and individual-subject cluster
centers are quite similar (p 104, bootstrap test). This indicates that the functional heterogeneity within FFA is reliable for
individual subjects and consistent across subjects.
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Silhouette width
The separability of the identified clusters was calculated using the average
silhouette width (Peter, 1987). This average width reflects the quality of
clustering and is quantified as themean of voxelwise silhouette widths Si:
Si 
min
ZZi
d ij	jZ
 d ij	jZi
maxminZZid ij	 jZ,d ij	 jZi (5)
Here Z denotes the set of voxels assigned to a given cluster and Zi denotes
cluster label for the i th voxel. d ij	jZ is the average distance between the i
th
voxel and all voxels in cluster Z.
Results
Category tuning of FFA voxels
The human FFA is commonly assumed to be involved in category
representation (Kanwisher, 2010). To measure FFA tuning for
hundreds of object and action categories, we fit separate category
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Figure 5. The cluster centers. Spectral clustering analysis among FFA voxels reveals three functional subdomains. a– c, Mean tuning profiles across voxels within each cluster are shown using a
series of graphs for object (main tree, circular vertices) and action (smaller trees, square vertices) categories. Subsets of the categories are labeled to orient the reader. The size of each vertex indicates
themagnitude, whereas its color indicates the sign (red represents; blue represents) of the category response (see legend). a, Responses of the first cluster are strongly enhanced by humans
and animals andweakly enhanced byman-made instruments, including vehicles ( p 0.05, Monte Carlo test, FDR corrected). b, Responses of the second cluster are strongly enhanced by humans
and animals ( p 0.05) andweakly enhanced by body parts and communication verbs, including primary faces (faces that are themost salient object in the scene). c, Responses of the third cluster
are strongly enhanced by humans, placental mammals, communication verbs, gestures (i.e., facial gestures), and faces but strongly suppressed byman-made artifacts, particularly structures, such
as buildings and rooms ( p 0.05). Responses of all three clusters are suppressed by many natural objects, such as geological landscapes and natural materials ( p 0.05).
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models to single FFA voxels in each individual subject (Fig. 1).
FFA definitions were obtained from functional localizer data by
first removing voxels with a positive body-versus-face contrast
and then applying varying p value thresholds to a face-versus-
object contrast (see Materials and Methods). We find that the
category models provide significant response predictions for all
FFA voxels (p 104, jackknife test, FDR corrected).
Evidence from several fMRI studies implies that FFAmight be
differentially tuned for nonface objects (O’Toole et al., 2005;
Reddy and Kanwisher, 2007; Huth et al., 2012). If FFA exhibits
tuning for nonface categories, then nonface category responses
should account for a significant portion of the total response
variance in FFA voxels. To assess whether FFA is significantly
tuned for nonface categories, we performed two complementary
analyses. First, we separately fit a face-presence model to each
FFA voxel that captured responses to the graded presence of faces
in the movies (see Materials and Methods). We reasoned that, if
nonface category responses are significant, the full category
model should yield better predictions of the BOLD responses
than the face-presence model. Figure 2a shows the difference in
variance explained by the full category model versus the face-
presence model. We find that the proportion of explained vari-
ance across FFA voxels is R2 0.359 0.070 (mean SD across
subjects) for the full category model and R2 0.308 0.074 for
the face-presence model. The average improvement in explained
variance across the population of FFA voxels is 18.2  9.6%
(mean  SD across subjects). In every subject, the difference in
explained variance is significant (p 104, bootstrap test). Thus,
tuning for nonface categories accounts for a significant and sub-
stantial part of the response variance in FFA.
Next, we performed a separate analysis to ensure that the ad-
ditional response variance explained by the full category model
over the face-presencemodel is not an artifact of scenes that were
correlatedwith the presence of faces. For this purpose, we refit the
full category model after removing all training data (including a
6 s safety margin to account for hemodynamic delays) collected
while humans, animals, or body parts were present in the movies
regardless of face presence. We reasoned that, if the difference in
explained variance between the category and face-presencemod-
els is the result of nonface category responses, then the category
model fit to face-absent data should explain a comparable pro-
portion of variance to this difference. Indeed, we find that the
proportion of variance explained by the category model fit to
face-absent data is R2 0.058 0.034 (mean SD across sub-
jects; p  104, bootstrap test), which is
nearly identical to the additional variance
explained by the category model fit to all
training data (
R2  0.051  0.021,
mean  SD). This finding affirms that
FFA tuning for nonface categories is not
an artifact of subjective face percepts.
One recent fMRI study proposed that
category tuningmight be heterogeneously
distributed across voxels within FFA
(Grill-Spector et al., 2006). If FFA exhibits
spatially heterogeneous category tuning,
then intervoxel differences in category re-
sponses should account for a significant
portion of the total variance in FFA vox-
els. In turn, this would imply that each
voxelwise model should yield better pre-
dictions of that particular voxel’s re-
sponses compared with an aggregate
model averaged across the remaining voxels. Figure 2b shows the
difference in variance explained by each voxel’s own model ver-
sus the average FFA model. We find that the proportion of ex-
plained variance across FFA voxels is R2  0.359  0.070
(mean SD across subjects) for each voxel’s own model and R2
 0.266 0.049 for the average FFAmodel. In every subject, the
voxelwise model explains significantly more variance than the
average FFA model (p 104, bootstrap test). The average im-
provement in explained variance across the population of FFA
voxels is 34.4  4.6% (mean  SD across subjects). This im-
provement cannot be attributed to simple response baseline or
gain differences among FFA voxels because BOLD responses of
each voxel were individually z-scored before modeling and be-
cause prediction scores were measured using correlation. Thus,
this result demonstrates that differences in category tuning
among FFA voxels account for a significant portion of FFA re-
sponses.
Clustering analysis
To systematically assess variations of category tuningwithin FFA,
we used spectral clustering to analyze voxelwise tuning profiles in
individual subjects. A stability-based technique was used to select
the optimal number of clusters (k) without relying on external
information (seeMaterials andMethods for details). The optimal
k was determined separately for each FFA definition based on
varying localizer thresholds. We find that the FFA voxels fall into
three distinct clusters for every subject, even at stringent thresh-
olds (starting with p  5  105; see Table 1). Even at exceed-
ingly stringent thresholds down to p 1010, FFA voxels fall into
two distinct clusters. Typical thresholds used to define FFA in
previous studies range from 105 to 103 (Spiridon and Kan-
wisher, 2002; Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Reddy and Kanwisher,
2007). To increase the sensitivity in verifying the optimal number
of clusters, we repeated the stability-based validation at the group
level after pooling FFA voxels across subjects. We find that the
FFA voxels fall into three distinct clusters at the group level, con-
sistent with the results obtained at the level of individual subjects
(Fig. 3). These results indicate that FFA has at least three func-
tional subdomains for category tuning.
To examine the consistency of FFA subdomains across sub-
jects, we compared the category tuning of the voxel clusters iden-
tified in separate subjects. The category tuning of each cluster was
taken as the mean tuning profile across FFA voxels within the
cluster (i.e., the cluster center). The stability of the cluster centers
Figure 6. Response levels to object and action categories in each cluster. The responses of each cluster to eight distinct
categories were computed, including humans, animals, body parts, communication, vehicles, structures (e.g., building, room),
natural materials (e.g., water, soil), and geographic locations (i.e., mountain, city). The response to each category was computed
as themean response to all of its subordinate categories. Individual voxel responseswere averagedwithin each cluster to compute
the average category responses (mean SEM, across voxels within each cluster). The first cluster is broadly tuned for humans,
animals, andvehicles. The secondcluster is tuned forhumansandanimals. Finally, the third cluster is tuned forhumans, bodyparts,
and communication.
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was first evaluated using a bootstrap procedure (see Materials
and Methods). We find that all three cluster centers are highly
stable and repeatable in individual subjects (p 104, bootstrap
test). The cluster centers were then compared across subjects.We
find that the cluster centers are highly correlated across subjects
(r 0.73 0.15,mean SD across subjects, p 104, bootstrap
test). We also find that the within-cluster correlations are
higher than the across-cluster correlations (
r 0.13 0.04,
p  104).
To facilitate intersubject comparisons and increase sensitivity,
we repeated the clustering analyses at the group level. We find
that all three group cluster centers are highly repeatable (p 
104, bootstrap test) and that they are highly correlated with
individual-subject cluster centers (r  0.86  0.15, mean  SD
across subjects, p 104, bootstrap test).
To ensure that intersubject consistency of the clusters is not
biased by spurious correlations in the movies, we also measured
the similarity of cluster centers estimated separately from re-
sponses to the first and second halves of the movies. We find that
the split-half cluster centers are highly correlated across subjects
(Fig. 4; r  0.65  0.14, mean  SD, p  104, bootstrap test)
andwith the group cluster centers (r 0.73 0.14,mean SD).
Together, these results suggest that functional heterogeneity
among FFA voxels is reliable for individual subjects and consis-
tent across subjects.
Finally, to reveal the aspects of category information that are
represented in each cluster, we assessed the differences in cate-
gory tuning across the clusters. For this purpose, we inspected the
three group cluster centers obtained when FFAwas defined using
a localizer threshold of p 104 (Fig. 5; see Fig. 13 for individual-
subject cluster centers; see Fig. 14 for raw model weights of the
group cluster centers). To highlight the key differences between
the cluster centers, we compared the average response levels of
each cluster with several important object and action categories
(Fig. 6). BOLD responses of the first cluster are strongly enhanced
by humans and animals and weakly enhanced by man-made in-
struments, including vehicles (p  0.05, Monte Carlo test, FDR
corrected). Responses of the second cluster are strongly enhanced
by humans and animals (p  0.05) and weakly enhanced by
communication verbs and body parts, including primary faces
(faces that are the most salient object in the scene). Responses of
the third cluster are strongly enhanced by humans, placental
mammals, communication verbs, gestures (i.e., facial gestures),
and faces but strongly suppressed by man-made artifacts, partic-
ularly structures, such as buildings and rooms (p  0.05). Re-
sponses of all three clusters are suppressed by many natural
objects, such as geological landscapes and natural materials (p
0.05). These results suggest that the clusters in FFA are broadly
tuned for many nonface categories, and differ in their tuning for
these nonface categories.
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Figure7. Spatial distributionof clusters. The spatial distributionof clusters shown in the volumetric brain spaces of individual subjects (S1–S5). FFAvoxelsweredefinedusinga localizer threshold
of p 104. Separate clusters are labeledwith blue, green, and red colors overlaid onto anatomical images (see legend). Consecutive axial slices at the ventral occipitotemporal areas are grouped
inmontage format. The clusters are spatially segregated in thebrain spaceof each subject ( p105 for S1–S3andS5,p0.02 for S4, bootstrap test). The first cluster that has the strongest tuning
for instruments, vehicles, and structures among the three clusters is located anteriorly relative to the remaining clusters, and closer to regions along the ventral collateral sulcus that are
assumed to be selective for scenes with man-made structures ( p 104, bootstrap test). The second cluster that has the strongest tuning for humans and animals is located posteriorly
and closer to regions along the middle temporal sulcus that are known to be selective for animate motion and bodies ( p 104). Last, the third cluster that has the strongest tuning
for communication verbs and human body parts and weakest selectivity for animals is located centromedially ( p 104). There is no significant hemispheric lateralization for any of
the three clusters ( p 0.34, bootstrap test).
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Functional organization within FFA
It is thought that relatively early stages of the human visual cortex
are functionally organized such that neural populations with
similar tuning profiles are spatially clustered (Sereno et al., 1995).
To assess whether an analogous principle governs the organiza-
tion of voxels within human FFA, we examined the spatial distri-
bution of voxel clusters in the volumetric brain spaces of
individual subjects (Fig. 7). We find that the voxel clusters iden-
tified only by category tuning are also spatially segregated in the
brain space of each subject (p 105 for S1–S3 and S5, p 0.02
for S4, bootstrap test; see Materials andMethods). The first clus-
ter, which has the strongest tuning for instruments, vehicles,
and structures among the three clusters, is located anteriorly
relative to the remaining clusters and closer to regions along
ventral CoS that are assumed to be selective for scenes with
man-made structures (p 104 group level, p 0.35 subject
level, bootstrap test). The second cluster, which has the stron-
gest tuning for humans and animals, is located posteriorly and
closer to regions along MTS that are known to be selective for
animate motion and bodies (p  104 group level, p  0.005
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Figure 8. PCA. To assess the important dimensions of category tuning, a PCAwas performed across tuning profiles of FFA voxels. The tuning profiles were pooled across subjects before PCA. The
first three PCs account for 55.8 8.6% (mean SD across subjects) of the variance in category responses of FFA voxels (first PC, 32.1%; secondPC, 12.0%; third PC, 11.9%). These PCs are presented
in separate graphs, each formatted as in Figure 5. a, The first PC is broadly tuned for categories that appear in civilized contexts, such as humans, animals, vehicles, indoor spaces, roads, and devices
( p 0.05,Monte Carlo test, FDR corrected).b, The second PC distinguishes categories related to living things and their interactions, such as animals, humans, body parts, and communication verbs
fromnonliving categories, such as vehicles, indoor spaces, devices, and events ( p 0.05). c, The third PC distinguishes people fromanimals and nonliving categories, including vehicles and devices
( p 0.05).
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subject level). The third cluster, which has the strongest tuning
for communication verbs and human body parts and weakest
tuning for animals, is located centromedially (p 104 group
level, p 0.01 subject level). These results clearly indicate that
voxels that exhibit similar category tuning are located in close
spatial proximity within FFA.
A recent study from our laboratory suggested that the brain
represents visual categories as distinct locations in a continuous
semantic space (Huth et al., 2012). To recover the semantic space
represented by FFA and to assess whether the dimensions of this
space are consistent across subjects, we performed a separate
principal component analysis (PCA) on voxelwise category tun-
ing profiles. Our categorymodel spans a 1705-dimensional space
of category responses. Thus, PCA on tuning profiles recovers
important axes of category tuning in this space that are repre-
sented across FFA voxels. To evaluate the consistency of the PCs
across subjects, we measured the similarity between the PCs that
were separately estimated from responses to the first and second
halves of the movies. We find that the first three PCs of FFA
voxels estimated within individual subjects are highly correlated
across subjects (r 0.58 0.04, p 104, bootstrap test). These
individual-subject PCs are also highly correlated with the group
PCs of FFA voxels (0.61  0.05, p  104), explaining 55.8 
8.6% (mean  SD across subjects) of the variance in category
responses of FFA voxels. These results imply that category repre-
sentation in FFA is organized according to at least three semantic
dimensions that are highly consistent across subjects.
To reveal which specific aspects of semantic information are
reflected in the PC dimensions, we inspected the first three group
PCs of FFA voxels (Fig. 8; see Figure 15 for raw model weights of
the PCs). The first PC is broadly tuned for categories that appear
in civilized contexts, such as humans, animals, vehicles, indoor
spaces, roads, and devices (p  0.05, Monte Carlo test, FDR
corrected). The second PC distinguishes categories related to liv-
ing things and their interactions, such as animals, humans, body
parts, and communication verbs from nonliving categories, such
as vehicles, indoor spaces, devices, and events (p  0.05). The
third PC distinguishes people from animals and nonliving cate-
gories, including vehicles and devices (p  0.05). These results
imply that FFA represents information about the context and
animacy of object and action categories.
Our analyses reveal three semantic PCs that are highly consis-
tent across subjects, and these PCs explain a substantial portion
of the response variance across FFA voxels. These findings sug-
gest that the FFA clusters designate voxel populations that repre-
sent separate regions within the semantic space (Huth et al.,
2012). Thus, we hypothesized that the voxel clusters should be
distinguishable in the space defined by the semantic PCs. To test
this hypothesis, we projected the category tuning profiles of FFA
voxels onto the first two PCs (Fig. 9). We find that the three
clusters of FFA voxels project to segregated regions in the PC
space (p 104, bootstrap test). This result independently vali-
dates the clustering analyses, and it indicates that the voxel clus-
ters reflect the organization of FFA along multiple dimensions of
the semantic space.
Functional organization outside FFA
It remains an open question whether the functional organization
of FFA is similar to the organization of other category-selective
regions in occipitotemporal cortex (Kanwisher, 2010). Several
recent studies have implied that FFA might be embedded in a
larger scheme of category representation across high-level visual
cortex (Haxby et al., 2011; Huth et al., 2012). We therefore asked
whether the dimensions of category information represented in
FFA are similar to those represented broadly across occipitotem-
poral cortex. We reasoned that, if FFA is part of a broad repre-
sentational map, the dimensions of category information
represented in FFA should accurately explain category responses
in occipitotemporal cortex. To examine this issue, we measured
voxelwise category tuning profiles for a large set of voxels in
occipitotemporal cortex. For each subject, this set included all
voxels on the cortical surface within a 40 mm radius from the
geometric center of FFA in each hemisphere. We then projected
tuning profiles for the entire population of voxels extending well
beyond FFA onto the first three group PCs obtained from FFA
voxels alone.
We compared the PCs of FFA voxels with the PCs of the
broader set of voxels in occipitotemporal cortex, in terms of the
amount of response variance they explain across the occipitotem-
poral voxels.We find that the first three PCs of FFAvoxels explain
42.2  1.5% (mean  SD across subjects) of the variance in
category responses of voxels extending beyond FFA. In compar-
ison, when PCA is directly performed on the entire population of
occipitotemporal voxels within 40 mm from the center of FFA,
the first three individual-subject PCs explain 49.2  1.5%
(mean  SD across subjects) of the variance in category re-
sponses. This result indicates that FFA is embedded within a con-
tinuous map of category representation across a much broader
region in occipitotemporal cortex.
To reveal the organization of category representation across
the cortical surface, we visualized the PC projections on cortical
flatmaps (Figs. 10 and Fig. 16). Voxels in areas along CoS (e.g.,
PPA) and the medial bank of inferior temporal sulcus (ITS) have
positive projections onto the first PC. Voxels in areas along MTS
(e.g., EBA) and the lateral bank of ITS have positive projections
onto the second PC. Last, voxels in areas along ITS, located cen-
trally within FFA, have positive projections onto the third PC.
The projection patterns closely capture known functional prop-
erties of these areas in terms of category tuning (Huth et al.,
2012). Therefore, these results support the view that FFA corre-
-3
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Figure 9. Projections of voxelwise tuning profiles onto PCs. To independently assess the
functional heterogeneity in FFA, voxelwise tuningprofileswereprojectedonto the first twoPCs.
Each point in these plots corresponds to a distinct voxel. Voxels assigned to distinct clusters by
the spectral clustering analysis are annotated with a unique shape-color combination (see
legend). Voxels in separate clusters have segregated distributions in the PC space as well. The
first and second PCs distinguish voxels in the first and second clusters. In contrast, the second PC
primarily distinguishes the third cluster from the rest. Therefore, the group structure revealed
by the clustering analysis can be more confidently interpreted as a reflection of functional
subdomains within FFA.
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sponds to a focal peak along smooth gradients of category selec-
tivity across occipitotemporal cortex.
Hemispheric lateralization
Many previous studies on FFA report that this area is predomi-
nantly larger in the right than in the left hemisphere (Sergent et
al., 1992; Kanwisher and McDermott, 1997; Kanwisher and
Yovel, 2006). It has even been suggested that right and left FFA
might be specialized in different aspects of face processing (Ros-
sion et al., 2000; Meng et al., 2012). We therefore asked whether
the voxel clusters identified here exhibit any lateralization across
hemispheres. To address this issue, we first counted the number
of FFA voxels in the left and right hemispheres separately. We
find that FFA is larger in the right hemisphere for two subjects,
larger in the left hemisphere for one subject, and balanced across
the hemispheres for the remaining two subjects. However, there
is no consistent hemispheric lateralization in FFA definitions
across subjects (p 0.30, bootstrap test).
Next, we examined the distribution of voxels in each cluster
between the left and right hemispheres. To account for intersub-
ject differences in the size of FFA, the number of voxels in each
cluster in each hemispherewas normalized by the total number of
FFA voxels across both hemispheres. We find no evidence for
hemispheric lateralization for any of the three clusters (p 0.34,
bootstrap test). This result indicates that the voxel clusters in FFA
are symmetrically distributed across the hemispheres.
All clustering analyses presented up to this point were per-
formed jointly on voxels within left and right FFA. A potential
concern about this procedure is that it could underestimate tun-
ing differences between cerebral hemispheres. To address this
Figure 10. Cortical flatmaps of category tuning within and outside FFA. To examine the cortical distribution of category tuning within and outside FFA, voxelwise tuning profiles were
projected onto the first three PCs measured from tuning profiles of FFA voxels (Fig. 8). Top row, Projections of tuning profiles onto the 3D space defined by PCs 1–3 are shown for subjects
S1–S3. Projections onto the first, second, and third PCs determined the value of the red, green, and blue channels, respectively ( p 0.05,  2 test, FDR corrected). Here, voxels with
similar category tuning have similar projections onto the PCs and are assigned similar colors (see legend). Insignificant voxels are shown in gray ( p  0.05). Category tuning is
heterogeneously distributed within FFA. Individual FFA voxels are tuned for humans, artifacts, animals, gestures, and verbal communication. Bottom row, Projections of tuning profiles
onto individual PCs are shown with separate cortical flatmaps for subject S2 (Fig. 15 for remaining subjects). Voxels with positive projections appear in red, and voxels with negative
projections appear in blue (see legend). Brain areas identified using functional localizers are annotated with white lines and labeled (PPA; EBA; FBA, fusiform body area; OFA, occipital
face area). Major sulci are denoted with black lines and labeled (CoS; ITS; MTS). Regions of fMRI signal dropout are indicated with dark gray patches. Voxels in areas along CoS (e.g., PPA)
and themedial bank of ITS have positive projections onto the first PC. Voxels in areas alongMTS (e.g., EBA) and the lateral bank of ITS have positive projections onto the second PC. Finally,
voxels in areas along ITS, located centrally within FFA, have positive projections onto the third PC. These patterns suggest that broader gradients of category tuning across ventral–
temporal cortex underlie the organization of the functional subdomains within FFA.
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Figure 11. Temporal stimulus correlations between categories in natural movies. To
assess whether category models are biased by stimulus correlations present in natural
movies, PCs of category model weights were compared with stimulus PCs. To account for
temporally lagged stimulus correlations, multiple delayed stimulus time courses were
generated for each category using lags from5 to 5 s. The delayed time courses for all
categories were concatenated to form a stimulus matrix. Stimulus PCs were obtained from
this matrix. Line plots show themean explained variance and 68th percentile bands across
the population of FFA voxels. Model PCs account for a significantly larger proportion of
variance in the model weights compared with stimulus PCs ( p 104, bootstrap test),
regardless of the number of PCs used. This result indicates that the category model
weights are not biased by category co-occurrences.
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issue, we performed clustering analyses
separately on FFA voxels in the left and
right hemispheres of individual subjects.
We find that the left and right hemisphere
cluster centers are highly correlated with
each other (r  0.73  0.16, p  104,
bootstrap test), andwith the group cluster
centers (0.84  0.10, p  104). The
within-cluster correlations are higher
than the across-cluster correlations (
r
0.17  0.04, p  104). This result indi-
cates that the voxel clusters are highly
consistent across hemispheres.
Another concern related to voxel-
selection procedures considers FFA defi-
nitions. Following standard procedures,
here we defined FFA volumetrically by
means of a localizer. The resulting FFA
definitions can contain both gray and
white matter voxels. To ensure that our
results are not biased by differences be-
tween gray and white matter, we per-
formed a separate clustering analysis after
constraining FFA definitions to the corti-
cal surface. We find that the cluster cen-
ters computed from surface-based and
volume-based FFA definitions are highly
correlated in all subjects (r 0.92 0.07,
p  104). Furthermore, the within-
cluster correlations are higher than the
across-cluster correlations (
r  0.26 
0.07, p  104). This result suggests that
functional heterogeneity in FFA is reliable
regardless of voxel-selection procedures.
Stimulus correlations
One potential confound that could have
influenced the results above concerns the
potentially contaminating effects of stim-
ulus correlations. Each frame of the natu-
ral movie stimulus used in our study
contains multiple object or action catego-
ries. Stimulus correlationsmay arise when
certain groups of categories tend to co-
occur, either instantaneously or with a
temporal lag. If such correlations exist,
they might bias the category tuning pro-
files measured here toward broad tuning for multiple catego-
ries. To assess whether our results are biased by correlations
present in our stimulus, we compared the PCs of category
model weights with stimulus PCs. To account for temporally
lagged stimulus correlations, multiple delayed stimulus time
courses were generated for each category using lags from 5
to 5 s. The delayed time courses for all categories were concat-
enated to form a stimulus matrix, and stimulus PCs were ob-
tained from this matrix. Figure 11 shows the proportion of
variance in model weights explained by model PCs versus
stimulus PCs. We find that model PCs account for a signifi-
cantly larger proportion of variance for voxels in each individ-
ual cluster and subject (p  104, bootstrap test), regardless
of the total number of PCs used. This result indicates that
multicategory tuning in FFA is not an artifact of stimulus
correlations at the level of categories.
Another potential confound related to natural movies con-
cerns stimulus correlations at the level of elementary visual fea-
tures. Although FFA is thought to be primarily involved in
category representation, several studies have suggested that ele-
mentary visual features are also represented in FFA (Fujita et al.,
1992; Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Levy et al., 2001; Tsunoda et al.,
2001). It is thus possible that multicategory tuning might emerge
because of shared visual features between the stimulus categories
that evoke responses in FFA. To ensure that our results are not
confounded by such stimulus correlations, we fit separate voxel-
wise motion-energy models to assess selectivity for elementary
visual features. The motion-energy tuning profiles characterized
selectivity for spatiotemporal frequency, direction, visual angle,
and eccentricity. The mean motion-energy tuning profiles were
computed within each cluster identified in themain analysis (i.e.,
based on category tuning profiles). Figure 12 displays the mean
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Figure 12. The cluster centers computed from the motion-energy model. The mean motion-energy tuning across voxels
assigned to each cluster shown in Figure 5. Themotion-energy tuning is shownwith bull’s-eye plots for a temporal frequency of 0
Hz. The tuning was nearly identical for other temporal frequencies (2, 4 Hz; data not shown). Top row, The radial component
represents increasing spatial frequency (0, 2, 4, 8, 16, and32 cycles/image), and theangular component representsdirection (0and
180degrees indicate the horizontal direction).Middle row, The angular component represents polar angle. Bottom row, The radial
component represents eccentricity (0, 1.2, 2.4 . . . 12.0degrees). Red represents visual features that evokeabove-mean responses;
blue represents features that evoke below-mean responses. The mean motion-energy tuning is highly similar across the voxel
clusters in FFA.
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motion-energy tuning for the clusters shown in Figure 5. The
motion-energy tuning of all clusters is similar. To compare the
heterogeneity of category versusmotion-energy tuning, we quan-
tified cluster separability as the average silhouette width across
FFA voxels (seeMaterials andMethods). Positive widths indicate
well-separated clusters, whereas negative widths indicate poorly
separated clusters. We find that the average silhouette width of
category tuning is significantly larger than that of motion-energy
tuning in individual subjects (
S 0.25 0.05, p 104, boot-
strap test). This result indicates that mul-
ticategory tuning in FFA is not an artifact
of stimulus correlations at the level of ele-
mentary visual features.
Discussion
We fit voxelwise encodingmodels in indi-
vidual subjects using BOLD responses
evoked by natural movies. These models
characterize the tuning of FFA voxels for a
large number of categories. Although all
FFA voxels are strongly responsive to
faces, these voxels are also differentially
responsive to other categories, such as
animals, vehicles, communication verbs,
and body parts. A subsequent clustering
analysis on the voxelwise tuning profiles
reveals three spatially segregated func-
tional subdomains within FFA of individ-
ual subjects. The main distinction among
these subdomains is their tuning for the
aforementioned nonface categories. We
also find that heterogeneous category tun-
ing is evident regardless of the p value
threshold used to localize the FFA voxels.
Comparisons with previous studies
The results reported here are in disagree-
ment with earlier studies that interpret
FFA as an entirely homogeneous module
(Puce et al., 1996; Kanwisher andMcDer-
mott, 1997; Spiridon and Kanwisher,
2002). Numerous aspects of experimental
design and data analysis might have ren-
dered these earlier studies less sensitive in
detecting heterogeneous category tuning
within FFA. In particular, a large volume
of the earlier work was based on simple
contrasts among a restricted number of
categories (Weiner and Grill-Spector,
2012). This prohibits any inferences about
categories that were not included in the
stimulus set. Furthermore, significant
tuning for nonface categories has often
been disregarded based on a rather arbi-
trary threshold adapted from the neuro-
physiology literature (Perrett et al., 1982).
As such, FFA has been designated as ex-
clusively selective for a single category
(i.e., faces) that elicits the maximum
amount of BOLD responses. This predis-
positionmay have led to the underestima-
tion of tuning heterogeneity across FFA
voxels.
Several recent fMRI studies have
casted doubt on whether FFA can be viewed as an entirely homo-
geneousmodule. In particular, a group of studies usedmultivoxel
pattern analyses to discriminate facial identities from responses
measured in several regions near the fusiform gyrus, including
FFA (Nestor et al., 2011; Goesaert and Op de Beeck, 2013). The
results of these studies imply that individual faces elicit differen-
tial patterns of responses across FFA voxels. However, these pre-
vious studies did not examine the spatial organization face
Figure13. Cluster centers of individual subjects.Mean tuning profiles across voxelswithin each cluster ( p 0.05,Monte Carlo
test, FDR corrected) are shown separately for each individual subject (S1–S5). Formatting is identical to Figure 5.
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responses within FFA, and they did not focus on the representa-
tion of nonface categories. Thus, they did not make explicit pre-
dictions about the heterogeneity and the spatial organization of
category tuning within FFA.
Although there have been previous reports of significant FFA
responses for nonface categories (Gauthier et al., 1999; Ishai et al.,
1999; Haxby et al., 2001), only few studies have attempted to
assess the spatial distribution of category tuning within this re-
gion (Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Hanson and Schmidt, 2011).
These high-spatial-resolution fMRI studies imply that regions
within FFA might be tuned for nonface categories. In particular,
the study byHanson and Schmidt (2011) shows that the diagnos-
tic weights for nonlinear classifiers trained to discriminate be-
tween several object categories (e.g., faces, animals, cars) exhibit a
heterogeneous distribution across FFA voxels. However, infor-
mation required to discriminate between visual categories is im-
plicitly present in retinal images. Therefore, a sufficiently strong
nonlinear classifier could, in principle, perform category dis-
crimination solely based on the activity of retinal ganglion cells.
Analogously, nonlinear classifiers can recover category informa-
tion fromabrain area, even if none of the individual voxelswithin
the area is tuned for visual categories. Thus, it is difficult to inter-
pret the results obtained using nonlinear classifiers (Kamitani
and Tong, 2005; Norman et al., 2006). In contrast, our results
provide direct evidence for functional heterogeneity of FFA vox-
els apparent at typical resolutions prescribed in conventional
fMRI studies.
Figure 14. Group cluster centers. a– c, Mean raw model weights across voxels within each cluster ( p 0.05, Monte Carlo test, FDR corrected) are shown separately. Formatting is
identical to Figure 5.
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It has been argued that, if tuning for an object category is
functionally important, then this tuning should be evident
even when other categories are present in the visual environ-
ment (Kanwisher, 2010). Most previous studies on FFA that
imply tuning for nonface categories used stimuli that con-
sisted of single, isolated objects. In contrast, a recent study by
Reddy and Kanwisher (2007) compared the level of informa-
tion that FFA represents about nonface categories when the
object of interest is displayed separately versus when it is dis-
played together with unwanted objects. Reddy and Kanwisher
(2007) reported that the considerable level of information
about nonface categories in isolated scenes reduces to insig-
nificance in cluttered scenes. Here, we used a broad selection
of natural movies that simultaneously depict multiple objects
under real-world viewing conditions. Yet, we measure broad
tuning for nonface categories when using these highly com-
plex stimuli. Therefore, our results provide strong evidence
that FFA tuning for nonface categories is functionally impor-
tant during natural vision.
Such discrepancies might reflect differences in the signal-to-
noise ratio of various fMRI experiments. Previous studies of cat-
egory representation have often used stimuli composed of flashed
images rather than movies. In contrast, more reliable neural re-
sponses have been reported when presenting continuous movie
clips (Yao et al., 2007) versus static stimuli (Tolhurst et al., 2009).
Movie stimuli have also been shown to elicit large, synchronous
BOLD responses in human fMRI experiments (Hasson et al.,
2004). Furthermore, voxelwise encoding models have been
Figure 15. Group PCs of FFA voxels. a– c, The raw model weights for the first three principal components of category tuning profiles ( p 0.05, Monte Carlo test, FDR corrected) are shown
separately. Formatting is identical to Figure 8.
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shown to predict responses to novel natural stimuli with unprec-
edented accuracy (Kay et al., 2008; Nishimoto et al., 2011). This
modeling framework maximizes functional signal-to-noise ratio
by using customized data preprocessing algorithms to compen-
sate for various noise factors and by analyzing fMRI data for
single voxels in the brain spaces of individual subjects (Sabuncu
et al., 2010). Therefore, we think that our experimental proce-
dures enable comprehensive testing of hypotheses on category
representationwith improved sensitivity comparedwith conven-
tional methods.
Accounts for spatially heterogeneous category tuning
There are several plausible interpretations of heterogeneous tun-
ing in FFA, all of which signify a more diverse role for FFA in
shape coding than simple face detection. Previous studies have
reported that growing expertise in identifying subordinate in-
stances of objects within a category strengthens FFA responses
(Gauthier et al., 1999, 2000; Golby et al., 2001). These data have
been used to argue that category representation in FFA reflects
expertise in object recognition (Tarr and Gauthier, 2000). The
clusters identified in our study exhibit differential tuning for
nonface categories that commonly appear in daily life settings in
which humans encounter faces. These typical settings include
faces in civilized environments (involving vehicles, instru-
ments, buildings etc.), faces of other humans and animals in
isolation, and faces during social interaction with other hu-
mans (involving communication and body parts). Tuning for
these nonface categories may provide contextual cues that fa-
cilitate recognition of faces under different settings (Bar, 2004;
Rabinovich et al., 2007). Therefore, our results suggest that
subregions of FFA may be specialized for detecting faces in
ecologically relevant environments.
Alternatively, each of these clusters may reflect segregated re-
gions in FFA that are involved in processing distinct object cate-
gories (Grill-Spector et al., 2006). For example, one cluster of
voxels identified in our study exhibits strong tuning for both
animals and humans. This result is in agreement with previous
studies that reported a strong correlation between FFA responses
Figure 16. Cortical flatmaps of category tuningwithin and outside FFA. To examine the cortical distribution of category tuningwithin and outside FFA, voxelwise tuning profiles were projected
onto the first three PCsmeasured from tuning profiles of FFA voxels (Fig. 8). Projections of tuning profiles onto individual PCs are shown on the cortical flatmaps for subjects S1, S3, S4, and S5 ( p
0.05, 2 test, FDR corrected). Formatting is identical to Figure 10.
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and behavioral performance in face and animal recognition tasks
(Grill-Spector et al., 2004). Nonetheless, it is possible that there
exist separate subpopulations of neurons within this voxel cluster
that are selectively tuned for only animals or only faces (Grill-
Spector et al., 2006). The aggregated activity of these neural pop-
ulations may still exhibit multicategory tuning at the level of
single voxels. Therefore, the level of functional heterogeneity re-
ported here likely underestimates the true diversity of the under-
lying neural population.
The temporal cortex is commonly assumed to contain repre-
sentations of visual objects (Haxby et al., 2001), but it is unclear
which aspects of objects are representedwhere (Fujita et al., 1992;
Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Levy et al., 2001; Tsunoda et al., 2001).
Our results indicate that category tuning within FFA does not
reflect simple selectivity for low-level features, such as spatial
frequency or orientation. However, we cannot determine from
our data whether FFA represents high-level object category infor-
mation or mid-level structural features that are systematically
related to faces (Op de Beeck et al., 2008). For instance, several
previous studies have argued that FFA represents information
about perceptual features related to facial identity (Gilaie-Dotan
andMalach, 2007;Nestor et al., 2011;Harvey andBurgund, 2012;
Goesaert and Op de Beeck, 2013). It is possible that the voxel
clusters identified here are differentially tuned for such percep-
tual features and respond distinctively to specific face exemplars.
Further research will be required to disentangle potential inter-
actions between object categories and mid-level visual features.
In conclusion, our results provide direct evidence that FFA
voxels are broadly tuned for both faces and several nonface cate-
gories, and that these voxels constitute a heterogeneous popula-
tion in terms of their category tuning profiles. These findings
support the hypothesis that object representation and informa-
tion processing are not strictly constrained to specific modules
but rather are distributed across the human cortex (Ishai et al.,
1999; Haxby et al., 2001; Hanson et al., 2004). Therefore, our
results have implications for brain regions in ventral–temporal
cortex in addition to FFA that have traditionally been assumed to
be category specific (Kanwisher, 2010). It will be an important
topic for future research to reveal whether these other ROIs also
exhibit tuning for multiple categories and whether they contain
functional subdomains that differ in category tuning.
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